Developed to port real-time management data to a mobile platform
The Turnkey Mobile Management System (MMS) was developed to port real-time management data to a mobile platform.

The application was designed to run on multiple platforms and can be installed on an iPad, Android, Windows laptop or workstation. Data is updated on user-defined intervals from the production system, and is updated through an on-site network or cell network connection. Data can also be saved on the device (cached) when no connection is available.

The Mobile Management System houses data from the Turnkey Feedyard Management System, FY 3000 Feedyard System, and the AMS Health, Feed, and Truck Systems. MMS provides user access to real-time cattle inventory, financial, performance, health, feed, and closeout data at the yard or on the go.

The Pen Detail screen allows you to view pen level performance as you drive the yard. View key pen performance indicators, pen level data alerts, drill into pulls or deads as you look at the cattle. MMS allows you to sort pens by owner, drive the yard and answer any questions your customer may have.

- Mobile access to real-time production data
- Drill down to pen performance detail
- User-level data alerts on performance factors
- Date stamped real-time or cached data
- Mark cattle for Beta Agonist or Showlist
- Mobile Customer Information, Yard Sheets, Vet Information, Beta Agonist, or Showlists
- Multi-yard reporting capability
- Commodity Inventory Reporting
- Customer Closeout Reporting

Please call or email for more information or a demonstration of our system.

Developing Software and Solutions for the Cattle Feeding Industry is who we are and what we do. Providing Quality Software, Hardware, Service and Support to the Cattle Feeding Industry for over 35 years.

Technology That Delivers